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Cover Story 
 
Thursday 8th February 2007 saw two or three inches of snow fall 
across the south east. A coincidental day off allowed the 
opportunity to record the winter wonderland that was IDSME. 
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Chairman’s Chat 
 
You will remember in my last „Chat‟ that I appealed for 

solidarity in the face of „threats and bribery‟ by Sir Cyril. There 
is no „closed season‟ so far as the Minions are concerned. The 

12th of August means nothing to them. Members are just seen as 

„fair game‟ at all times and in all places. It is therefore very 
disappointing to report that certain individuals have been 

supplying rumours, innuendo, fibs and photographs etc. in the 

vain attempt to avoid being a target. You fools! Fortunately some 
members lead innocent and blameless lives and should avoid 

ignominy at the Christmas Slide Show…but don’t bet on it! 

We are now into our Winter Programme season and another 
interesting start has been made. 

By the time you read this our Public Running season at IDSME 

will be over, as will our batch of winter portable track runs. 
Once again we have been very lucky weather-wise, with the odd 

dry days of the summer managing to fall on the first Saturday of 

the month. 
Our Hon. Sec. has produced some flyers giving more detailed 

information about IDSME. It is easy for visitors to see our 

railway activities, but not realise what else we offer. They were 
first put to use during the November Running Day and resulted 

in several people wanting to know more. Thanks go to Peter 

Reynolds who spent considerable time giving the interested 
parties a tour of our facilities. 

As most of you will know next year is our (IDSME‟s) 60th 

Anniversary. We discussed some ideas at the Committee 
meeting prior to the AGM and had a useful discussion at the 

AGM itself. A number of suggestions have been put forward and 

are being discussed. The success of those that we decide to go 
ahead with will of course depend on your support. 

It was felt that a key part of our celebrations should be an 

exhibition based on our Club history. Fortunately I have 
persuaded Malcolm Parsons to „volunteer‟ his services. Over the 
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years Malcolm has adopted the role of unofficial Society 

archivist and has preserved all sorts of material that would 

otherwise have been lost. 
These celebrations will mean work on top of everything else we 

already have in hand or planned. The electrics upgrade has been 

going well but there is still much to do. The Booking Office/Gate 
area is progressing well, the tunnel retaining wall has been 

replaced and Steve has other improvements in that area in mind 

as well as the work that has started on the new level access 
route at the „rear‟ of the workshop. We agreed on the need to 

renew our station last year as well, so there is plenty to do. 

With our celebrations looming perhaps we can encourage a 
sprucing-up of the site. One job that has been outstanding for 

some time is the laying of the slabs between the compressor 

house and the forge area. We have a couple of leaky roofs 
needing some work as well. The clubhouse walls are beginning 

to look tatty and, the traverser could do with a re-paint. The 

trackside fencing needs some TLC and preservative in places. 
Khazi bridge is looking rather sad and the steaming bays 

valancing is looking shabby. There is also a nasty sag in the roof 

at the workshop end of the long tunnel. I‟m sure there are more, 
but that is already a considerable list of work that we need to do. 

I hope that YOU might be able to take on some of these jobs. 

Finally, I wish you all a Happy Christmas and New Year. 
 

Mel Fuller 

 

vvvvvvvvvvvvvv   

 

Seasons Greetings 
to all  

Ashpan Readers 
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Secretary’s Notes 
 

Wearing my Programme Secretary’s hat, I’d like to thank all those of you 

who have contributed so far to our Friday evening programme.  I 

appreciate the high standard and the amount of preparation that has gone 

into each contribution.  It certainly shows in the presentations.   

We start the New Year with a Club Night on 4
th

 January where there are 

some important things to discuss.  Following our agreement at the AGM 

that we wanted to celebrate our 60
th

 anniversary since being founded (8
th

 

October 1948 for those who wonder), the committee will present for 

consideration a package of ideas developed from everyone’s suggestions.   

There is a lot of building work going on around the site at present and it’s 

good to see how much improvement is being made.  There will be all-day 

working parties on the first Saturdays in February and March, to undertake 

heavy site maintenance and prepare the railway for the spring running 

season.  We’ll be announcing the planned list of work nearer the time but 

please make a note in your diaries of the days.  We’ve agreed that the 

proposals for re-building the station will be discussed when we’ve finished 

more of the work in hand, notably re-building the entrance gate and 

installing the pathway across the carriage shed roads.  Better to finish what 

we’ve started before opening up on new activities. 

I’ll close by a plea for contributions and fund-raising ideas for the 

President’s Charity.  This is the Paediatric Occupational Therapy Team at 

Hillingdon Hospital’s Child Development Centre and it will be the charity 

for the duration of Peter Pardington’s tenure as President.  Every year in 

April we hand over our donation and each year it has been better than the 

last.  In 2007 we were able to give £440.  Although they do excellent work 

with our local children, the Occupational Therapy Team seems to be low 

on the list for funding and so our donation really makes a difference.  This 

year, in late November our contributions to date were £170, some way 

short of 2007.  We’ll be giving any proceeds from the raffle at the Sir 

Cyril’s Christmas Extravaganza but that will still leave us several hundred 

pounds below last year.  So think of what you can do and, if you can 

afford it, please be generous.  

David Sexton 
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Ashpan Notebook 
 
 

AGM – Change & No Change 

 
There were no changes to the committee at this year‟s AGM. 

Thus the committee for 2007/8 is: Chairman, Mel Fuller; Vice 

Chairman, Peter Cathcart; President, Peter Pardington; 
Secretary, David Sexton; Treasurer, Vic Barton; Public 

Relations Officer, Ian Mortimer and Committee Member, Bob 

Proudfoot. One change that was agreed was an increase in 
Membership fees for next year (due from 1st April 2008). It was 

agreed that in future the Retired/Unemployed membership rate 

would be increased to 75% of the Full rate. The rates for 2008/09 
will be Full: £25, Retired/Unemployed: £18.75 & Junior £6.  

 

Exhibitions 
 

IDSME has been invited to provide a display stand at The 

London Model Engineering Exhibition. It is being held at 
Alexandra Palace from Friday 18th January to Sunday 20th 

January 2007. IDSME‟s attendance is being co-ordinated by 

Peter Pardington. 
 
Ashpan 77 

 
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for this 

issue of Ashpan. Without them it would have been a very thin 

issue indeed. Production of Ashpan very much depends on 
contributions from members. Therefore why not make it a New 

Years Resolution that during 2008, the year of IDSME‟s 60th 

Anniversary, you will write an article or otherwise make a 
contribution to Ashpan. The plan is that the next issue will be 

published for the April Running Day and so any contributions 

should be with the editor by early March. 
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Number Three: 
HEDGES 

BONESHAKER 
1869 

 
 
 

 
MODEL 
BUILT: c 1968 

DISPLAYED: 

MODEL 
ENGINEER 

EXHIBITION 

1968/69 
 

 

 

Colin‟s second bicycle model, and the 
first to involve metal, although, like the 

prototype, the wheel rims and spokes 

are wood. The Boneshaker was invented 
in France where it was called the 

Velocipede. Like its continental cousin, 

the British-built Hedges Boneshaker 
had its front wheel driven by pedals.  
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Brass and Boilers 
 

Peter Reynolds 

 

There have been recently, in letters to the Model Engineering 
press, some comments concerning problems with the 

dezincification of brass, when used in connection with boilers, 

either as attachments or fittings. In the one of the more recent 
letters, the whole matter is very clearly discussed and suggests 

the use of CZ132 for boiler fittings. My point is, why use brass at 

all? CZ132 may be alright but it is not readily available. In fact 
it is not listed in my edition of „Kempes‟, and for us amateurs 

there is no easy way of ensuring that we have been sold the 

right material. Try asking the suppliers that are hoping to cash 
in by selling off-cuts at exhibitions and shows, what the material 

is and some of them can get up-tight because they don‟t know 

and they will tell you any thing to get a sale. 
There is no need to use brass for anything to do with boilers 

when bronze is readily available. 

Our local supplier, and the more reputable of the suppliers to 
the model trade, can supply a whole range of bronzes and are 

happy to tell you what the material is and, if required, will 

provide a certificate, but that luxury will cost you a bit more. It 
is also worth bearing in mind that if it looks as if you have used 

brass on your boiler for such things as the dome ring or bushes, 

you may find your friendly boiler examiner refusing to give you 
a certificate. If you have used bronze or gunmetal it is fairly 

obvious because of its colour. 

The use of brass is also best avoided for boiler fittings such as 
water gauges, valves, non-return valves and safety valves. In my 

opinion these pose a bigger risk because, if they are not 

regularly checked, they can deteriorate and become brittle and 
snap off where they are screwed into the boiler, most 

inconvenient if the thing is in steam at the time. This has 

happened at IDSME in the days when we were hard up and 
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happy and used what ever we could scrounge to make boiler 

fittings. Fortunately most occurred during lighting up and no 

harm was done. In those days it was regarded as one of those 
things. Today I am afraid we have to take things more seriously. 

Something which concerns me is identifying what some of the 

commercially available boiler fittings made of. I am sure that 
the more reputable suppliers use the right material, but how can 

we be sure. There have been occasions when I have tried to 

refurbish commercially made fittings for one of our late 
members and the things have melted before they reached silver 

soldering temperature! What they were made of, I don‟t know. 

Some suppliers offer cast bronze or gunmetal for the larger 
bushes required on a boiler, but again, what is it? Some cast 

gunmetals have a high zinc content and also some of the cast 

gunmetal seems to have a low melting point, which can be a 
problem if an attempt is made to silver braze it with one of the 

higher melting point materials. To ensure that I know what the 

dome ring material is I use LG4 gunmetal which is fairly readily 
available as a cast round up to over 12” dia and as a hollow 

round. LG4 is widely used for valves and safety valves of full 

size low to medium pressure boilers. 
If you can not get LG4 you may be able to get LG2 which has a 

slightly higher zinc content but is also used in full size boiler 

applications so must be suitable for our use. 
The following table lists some of the copper based materials that 

are reasonably easily obtainable, all but the Gunmetals are 

available locally and all, including the gunmetals, are available 
from at least one of the more reputable suppliers advertising in 

the model press.  

I find CT1 a very good material to use. It machines more easily 
than some of the bronzes and  it silver solders well. However my 

stock of CT1 is only 15mm dia, so if I need to use anything 

bigger I prefer to use one of the lead free bronzes, if silver 
soldering is involved. 
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Ticket Sales 2007 
 

Another Running Season is 

over and as in past years we 

publish the total ticket sales for 

each of our public running days 

this year. As you can see the 

numbers are only slightly down 

on last year. This year it was 

the turn of the April, May and 

June runs to be quieter than 

normal, while the July, August 

and September Running Days 

recovered somewhat from their 

low totals of last year, and a 

particularly good October put 

us within touching distance of last 

year‟s total. As in recent years, on 

several of the running days we 

have, by arrangement, started 

running an hour or so earlier than 

normal in order to accommodate 

visits by private groups. On each 

occasion a generous donation to 

club funds has been made by the 

group concerned but the passengers 

carried during these visits are not 

shown in the figures above. 

 

Left: Phil Wimbush prepares to 

depart Ickenham St Giles Station 

with the very last passenger train of 

the 2007 season at about 4:30pm on 

Saturday 1st December.  

Year 2006 
 

2007 

April 866  689 

May 964  753 

June 1046  758 

July 668  973 

August 729  779 

September 672  709 

October 840  1066 

November 834  846 

December 568  553 

       

Total 7187  7126 
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Above: One of the groups to visit the railway prior to a running 

day were the Ruislip Manor Rainbows, on the October Running 
Day, and they are pictured around the turntable with Derek 

Elliott (right), who organised their visit. 

 

Right: On 

several running 

days this year, 

Morris 

Thompson (left) 

has organised a 

second hand 

book sale in the 

clubhouse, 

selling 

members’ 

unwanted books, to aid club funds. Inevitably his best customers 

were other club members, as Eric Ackroyd proves. 
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Joy To The Mall 
 

A Modern Christmas Tale 
 
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree 

from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that all of Britain should 
go shopping. So all went out to shop, each one to his own 

shopping mall. And a certain man also went from his home to 

the city with its many shops, and with him was his wife who was 
great with economic worry. 

And so it was while they were there, they found many expensive 

presents. And the women wrote cheques for those she could 
afford and charged the rest on many shiny plastic cards. She 

wrapped the presents in bright paper and laid them in the 

garage for there was no room in the bedroom.  
And there were in the same country, children watching over 

their stockings by night. And lo, Father Christmas came upon 

them and they were sore afraid (for he looked nothing like he did 
in the movies). And Father Christmas said to them, „Fear not, 

for behold I bring you good tidings of great joy which shall be to 

you and all who can afford this holiday. For unto you will be 
given, this day, a great feast and many presents. And this shall 

be a sign to you- you will find the presents wrapped in bright 

paper beneath a Christmas Tree.‟ 
And suddenly there was with Father Christmas, a multitude of 

relatives and friends, praising one another and saying, „Thanks, 

it‟s just what I wanted.‟ And it came to pass, as the friends and 
relatives were gone away into their homes, that the parents 

remembered what the shopkeepers had said to them, „Christmas 

comes but once a year.‟ And they that heard it wondered at these 
things and thought it was probably just as well, really. But the 

children treasured all their things in their hearts, dreaming of 

Christmas next year. And after another drink, the parents went 
to bed, praising each other for all the bargains they had found in 

the shopping malls. 

All of which leads nicely into another one of Paracaramel’s 

accounts the lesser known ‘Extraordinary Men of History’  
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A Corner In Piggly Wiggly 
 

By  Paracaramel 
 

At this time of year it is not 
unusual for our thoughts to 

turn to Christmas and it has 

often occurred to me that a 
word association test among 

friends would turn up very 

similar results. My guess is 
that very near the top of the 

list would be shopping 

(supermarkets and expense). 
Not far behind might be dire 

Christmas entertainments 

(Trivial Pursuits or equally 
trivial card games such as 

PIT). Continuing this theme, 

let me mention „Memphis‟. 
What comes to mind? Possibly 

Elvis Presley (Graceland and Don‟t you step on my blue suede 

shoes) or maybe Dolly Parton (dumplings boiling over at 
Dollywood).  But I don‟t suppose for one minute that the name 

Clarence Saunders would ever come to mind. And yet our man 

Clarence has done more to change our life styles than either 
Elvis or Dolly could possibly do.  
 
Clarence and his invention hit the world at Memphis on 6th 
September 1916 when he opened his first „self serving store‟. 

Yes, it was an invention and Clarence had taken care to patent 

it. His patent spelt out every aspect of supermarket trading that 
we recognise today such as pre-packaged, individually priced 

and branded goods as well as refrigerated cabinets, shopping 

baskets and uniformed staff. Customers were admitted to the 
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store by turnstiles (also first patented by Clarence) and guided 

through the aisles where they chose their purchases from the  
shelves until finally reaching the checkouts. Significantly, his 

patent has never been successfully challenged. The store was an 

instant success and in case you hadn‟t guessed, was called 
Piggly Wiggly. No longer did customers have to ask sales 

assistants for each individual item, which then had to be 

weighed, packed and priced, only to then suffer a further delay 
by taking the bill to a separate cash desk for payment. If you 

don‟t believe me, ask the older club members who will probably 

also tell you that there would have been sawdust on the floor! 
 
The savings made by the „self serving store‟ were passed on to 

the customers who rapidly found that Clarence had introduced 
timed tickets in order to minimise the crush. Clarence was on 

his way. He divided his business between ownership and 

franchise; one notable one being Safeway. By 1922 there were 
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1,200 Piggly Wiggly stores in twenty-nine states and this grew 

to 2,660 by 1932. Piggly Wiggly was quoted on the New York 

stock exchange, being the third largest grocery chain in 
America. The profits from the business were beyond the dreams 

of avarice and Clarence decided to indulge his whims by building 

a vast pink-marble palace complete with his own personal golf 
course.  
 
But the storm clouds were beginning to gather in the shape of 
Merrill Lynch. Merrill himself had come from a family of grocers 

and Lynch was a portent of what was to come. Heading a 

consortium with other influential bankers they launched a „bear 
raid‟ against Piggly Wiggly thereby forcing down the value of the 

shares, otherwise known as selling short. Clarence wasn‟t 

having any of this and decided to fight back by buying up his 
own shares. By virtue of borrowing heavily, Clarence managed 

to acquire 196,000 of the 200,000 shares issued. It is rumoured 

that Clarence travelled to New York with a bag containing 
$1,000,000 in cash whereupon the stock exchange declared that 

a „corner‟ was about to be established. In this situation the 

owner of the shares can then dictate their price. Not a bad 
position to be in when reselling in order to repay debtors. 

Clarence‟s jubilation was short lived. As it turned out, the 

consortium advised the stock exchange that this would not be in 
the national interest i.e. their interest, and as a consequence the 

stock exchange suspended trading for the crucial period in which 

Clarence needed to sell his shares at a then inflated price to pay 
off his debtors. He was bankrupted over night. City gents still 

argue over the rights and wrongs of the case but of one thing 

they are sure, Clarence was the last man in history to corner the 
market on the New York Stock Exchange. Stock exchange rules 

were immediately tightened in order to make it impossible. 

Unless that is you decide to play a Christmas game of PIT. This 
is a card game in which the cards comprise a number of different 

commodities which are dealt to the players who then bargain 

with each other, by all shouting together, to exchange cards in 
order to collect a full hand of their chosen commodity. The end of 
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the game is signalled by one or more players shouting CORNER 

which is then followed by a session of good natured banter. 
 
But we digress. What became of Clarence? Sure he had to turn 

over his patent to the „bears‟ and sell his nearly completed pink 

palace to the Memphis city council. But you can‟t keep a good 
man down. Not for nothing has he been dubbed the come-back 

king. With the aid of his friends he was able to discharge his 

bankruptcy and he opened a new chain of grocery stores with 
the cumbersome name “Clarence Saunders Sole-Owner-of-my-

Name”. Just as things were looking up, Clarence was hit by the 

Depression and he again had to file for bankruptcy. Undeterred, 
he then turned his attention to introducing further automation 

into the retail business. The outcome of this was a shop called 

„Keydoozle‟ which he introduced in 1937. Customers were given 
a coded key and after viewing an item could activate a purchase 

by inserting the key into a coded slot. With a trigger on the key 

the number of items desired was also registered. The coded 
information was relayed to the rear of the store where the goods 

were assembled, priced, wrapped and sent by conveyor belt to 

the front of the store for collection. Hence – Keydoozle or key 
does all! If this makes you think of Argos, then pour yourself 

another drink. The similarity goes even further. When did you 

last see a shopping trolley in Argos? Certainly Keydoozle didn‟t 
have any. They didn‟t appear until 1938 and even then they 

were slow to catch on. Trolleys were considered to be „namby- 

pamby‟ and only fit for the infirm. Supermarkets had to employ 
young women as pretend shoppers using trolleys to encourage 

others to use them.  
 
But returning to Keydoozle, it was before its time. Being 

electromechanical and also using punched tape it suffered from 

breakdowns, high maintenance and was never entirely 
satisfactory. It had to wait for electronics and bar coding before 

the concept of its inventor could be fully reached. The idea of bar 

coding was considered by the Drexel Institute in 1948 but the 
first commercial use was not until 1966. Widespread use had to 
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wait for the introduction of a standard encoding system by 

George Laurer in 1973 and the first UPC (Universal Product 

Code) scanner was installed in a supermarket the following 
year. The first product to be sold using a bar code was a packet 

of Wrigley‟s Chewing Gum. 
 
Clarence never gave up and until his death in 1953 he was 

trying to develop a fully automated store to be called „Food 

Electric‟. It never happened, but his pink palace survives as the 
Memphis city museum and in it is an exact replica of the first 

Piggly Wiggly store. The name also survives and although not 

bearing any connection to its creator, the present stores (600 of 
them) are still noted for their cleanliness and efficiency. So 

much so that when Eiji Toyota and his son were visiting 

America to study car manufacture they decided, from a chance 
encounter, that the Piggly Wiggly stores were better managed 

than General Motors. Accordingly, the Toyota Production 

System is said to have benefited from the Piggly Wiggly effect. 
So, what of supermarkets today? The ghost of Clarence and his 

invention is still very much with us. Whilst the principles are 

the same, evolution has taken place although much of it is not 
immediately obvious. Customer psychology, shopping trends and 

profiles have been studied in the greatest detail and it is 

axiomatic that nothing in today‟s supermarkets happens by 
chance. I am reliably informed that the next steps forward are to 

be biometric checkouts and circular, rotating stores whereby 

customers can park and minimise their walk, not only to the 
store but also within it. 

With that vision of the future it remains for me to wish you all a 

Merry Christmas, Joy to the Mall and a Happy New Year.   Oh, 
and don‟t forget to make your New Year resolution. I have 

already made my mine and it is to write future monographs with 

a greater accent on engineering matters. Hoorah, about time too. 
Hydrodynamic torque converters come to mind (Boo) although 

steam turbines and rotary engines are also high on the list. Your 

comments please by e-mail to Sir Cyril where you can also wish 
him Christmas good cheer. 



                                                          

 
 

In September IDSME attended The Centenary Model Engineer Exhibition 

at Ascot Race Course. By chance it was also IDSME’s twenty fifth 

appearance at the show. According to the organisers this makes IDSME the 

current longest continuously attending society at the event. Considerable 

effort was expended, prior to the exhibition, on refurbishing all our 

exhibition equipment, including re-covering the display boards. Malcolm 

Parsons made up a special display of photographs of all twenty five IDSME 

stands at the 

Model 

Engineer 

Exhibition.  

To mark the 

centenary of 

the exhibition, 

the organisers 

arranged a 

special display 

of past award winning models. This featured Colin Adams’ bicycle 

collection (coincidentally located opposite the entrance to the Royal Box) 

and also Peter Morgan’s ‘MR1000’ Midland Compound. 

Finally, at short notice the organisers 

asked visiting societies to submit a 

DVD of their club activities for display 

on video screens throughout the 

exhibition centre. An IDSME DVD 

was assembled, but it was so 

technically advanced that it ended up 

being shown only on the screen above 

the IDSME stand.  

Photos by Bob Proudfoot, 

Malcolm Parsons & Patrick Rollin 
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¬ The London ¬ 

qrFs    Transport Museum    nFop  
By 

Malcolm Parsons 

 

 

As I am sure many Idsme members are aware, the London 
Transport Museum at Covent Garden has reopened after a two 

year, £22 million refit. While it is still a museum, there is also 

an emphasis on the present and the future - one suspects main 
sponsor TfL wants to ensure it gets its voice heard. 

There are fewer large exhibits than before - though the rail 

exhibits have survived better than the road ones (in part, no 
doubt, because the previous museum refurbishment made them 

almost impossible to remove!) Certainly a lot more small items 

are on display - posters, tickets, uniform badges and such like - 
sometimes using novel methods of displaying them such as pull-
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out drawers with paperwork in. 

Of Metropolitan full-size interest, steam loco No. 23, electric loco 

No. 5 and the Ashbury coach are still there, but the Milk Van is 
now at Acton (the Museum's 'Depot' store) - so there is no 

hardware representing freight transport. The District G class 

car, 1938 car and City & South London locomotive also remain 
at Covent Garden. 

On the 

road side, 
however, 

after the 

horse era, 
there is 

but one 

tram and 
one 

trolleybus, 

while the 
IDSME 

‘Closet Bus 

Gricers’ will find the years between a 1910 B type and a 1960 
Routemaster punctuated by just one vehicle: a rather 

unrepresentative - technically and service-wise - pre-war Green 

Line coach. One of the highlights of the old museum for 
technical students was the ability to study how bus designs 

developed over the decades. Perhaps the powers that be think all 

those that want to, have seen them - though certainly not the 
recently restored LT class, three-axle single-decker. The buses 

are now at Acton where there is the (theoretical) possibility of 

them getting out and about. 
All-the-same, it's certainly worth a visit to the museum, and 

indeed for many, a study of the smaller items may take longer to 

view than a walk round the bigger stuff. And one thing certainly 
to be commended is the substantial Guide book (a hefty £5 

paperback). It's a reference book in itself, not a flimsy glossy 

that will never be referred to again after getting back home. 
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Winter Portable Track Runs 
 

By the time you read this the IDSME’s regular trio of winter 

portable track runs will have taken place, manned by the usual 

dedicated band of members. Winter portable track runs have a 
whole different character to their summer counterparts, being 

cold and dark (and sometimes wet, although that also applies to 

summer runs). 
 

Left: Saturday 

and Sunday 17th 

& 18th November, 
saw IDSME, once 

again at Kew 

Bridge as part of 
the attractions to 

the Narrow 

Gauge Railway 
Modelling 

Exhibition held 

there. 
 

Left: Just before it gets 

dark, Mark Hamlin 

raises steam in 
preparation for the 

Pinner Panto Evening 

Portable Track Run on 
Thursday 29th November. 
 
As Ashpan closed for 
press IDSME was 

preparing for the final 

portable track run at the 
Ickenham Community 

Festival evening on 

Friday 7th December. 
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The Falkirk Wheel 

By Patrick Rollin 

 

September saw a visit by several IDSME members to the 

remoter parts of Scotland. On their return journey they had 

time to stop off and visit the Falkirk Wheel.  

The Wheel is a rotating boat lift connecting the Forth and Clyde 

Canal with the Union Canal. The difference in the levels of the 

two canals at the wheel is twenty four metres, roughly 

equivalent to the height of an eight storey building. 

The Forth and Clyde Canal opened in 1790. Construction had 

begun in 1768 but had been plagued by lack of funds. Thirty five 

miles long and wide enough to accommodate sea going vessels, 

the canal runs from Glasgow and the River Clyde to 

Grangemouth on the Firth of Forth, near Falkirk and was thus 

the world’s first sea to sea ship canal.  
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The Union Canal, originally the Edinburgh & Glasgow Union 

Canal, was opened in 1822. It linked Edinburgh with the Forth 

& Clyde Canal at Falkirk, providing a link between the cities of 

Glasgow and Edinburgh. The link between the canals at Falkirk 

was by means of a flight of eleven locks to the east of the village 

of Tamfourhill. However just twenty years after the Union 

Canal opened its fortunes began to decline due to the opening of 

the Edinburgh & Glasgow Railway. The flight of locks linking 

the two canals was filled in and the land built upon, in the 

1930s, effectively sealing the fate of the Union Canal, even 

though it was not finally abandoned until the 1960s. 
The Forth & Clyde Canal, meanwhile, had become the property 
of the Caledonian Railway in 1867 and remained in railway 

ownership until nationalisation in 1948. Although it was the 

advent of the railways which heralded the long-term demise of 
the canal, it was road transport which sounded its death knell. 

It was decided to close the canal rather than invest £160,000 in 

building a lift bridge to accommodate the Denny bypass on the 
main Glasgow-Stirling road. Rights of Navigation were 

extinguished by Parliament on 1st January 1963. 

The restoration of these two canals and the construction of the 
Falkirk Wheel to replace the long vanished flight of locks linking 

the canals, all formed part of British Waterways’ Millennium 

Link Project, work on which was completed in 2001. The Falkirk 
Wheel itself is located west of the village of Tamfourhill and not 

on the site of the original flight of locks. Consequently a 

completely new section of canal had to be built to extend the 
Union Canal from the original terminus at Port Maxwell to link 

up with a new basin to the south of the wheel. 

There are two locks to drop the canal level from that of the 

Union Canal to this basin and the water level in this basin is the 

same as the aqueduct at the top of the wheel, the two being 

joined by the new 150 metre long Rough Castle Tunnel. This is 

the most recent new canal tunnel to be built in the UK. The 

tunnel was required because the canal had to pass underneath 
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the route of the Antonine Wall without disturbing its 

archaeological remains.  

The Antonine Wall was built by the Romans between AD 142 

and AD144 during the reign of the emperor Antoninus Pius, 

successor to the emperor Hadrian. Intended as the replacement 

for Hadrian’s Wall, it was abandoned by the Romans in AD164, 

just three years after Antoninus’ death, with the Hadrian’s Wall 

once again becoming the northern border fortification. Rough 

Castle is the modern name of the nearby Roman fort, the best 

preserved example of all the forts along the Antonine Wall. Just 

at this point the tunnel also passes below a road and the main 

Edinburgh to Glasgow railway line. From the aqueduct, boats 

descend via the Wheel into another basin and from there via 

another lock to the Forth & Clyde Canal. 
 

Design of the Falkirk Wheel 

 
The wheel, which has an 

overall diameter of 35 metres, 

consists of two opposing arms 
which extend 15 metres 

beyond the central axle, and 

which take the shape of a 
Celtic-inspired, double-

headed axe. Two sets of these 

axe-shaped arms are attached 
about 25 metres apart to a 3.5 

metre diameter axle. Two 

diametrically opposed water-
filled caissons, each with a 

capacity of 80,000 gallons 

(302 tons), are fitted between 
the ends of the arms. 

The wheel is the only rotating 

boat lift of its kind in the 
world, and is regarded as an 
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engineering landmark for Scotland. The United Kingdom has 

one other boat lift, the Anderton boat lift in Cheshire.  

 
How the wheel rotates 

 

To support the wheel, the design developed 
uses a pair of purpose-designed, four metre 

diameter, three row, slewing bearings, one 

positioned at either end of the wheel, with 
outer rings bolted to the support structure and 

inner rings bolted to the arms. The inner ring 

of one of the bearings is equipped with gear 
teeth to transmit the drive to the wheel. 

The use of the slewing bearings was an 

unusual solution, as these bearings are 
normally used in applications with heavy axial 

loads, such as those encountered in the 

rotational movement of large cranes. 
However, these bearings were specially 

designed to be positioned on a 

horizontal axis and to cope with 
the specified combination of 

radial and axial loads. 

When the wheel is fully loaded, 
it weighs 1800 tonnes, which 

results in a radial load of 9095 

K Newtons per bearing. Each 
slewing bearing has three rows 

of cylindrical rollers, one for the 

radial load and two with 
smaller rollers for the axial 

loads. 

The wheel is rotated by ten 
hydraulically driven motors, via 

the geared slewing bearing. It 

turns at a rate of around 
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0.125rpm, which sees it lift and lower boats at an average rate of 

four metres per minute. The hydraulic power is supplied by an 

electrically driven pump 
In operation, the wheel will be maintained close to perfect 

balance. With the caisson and the canal watertight doors open 

for loading and unloading, the water levels in the caissons will 
depend on the level in the canals to which they are then open. 

Any vessel which enters a caisson will automatically displace its 

own weight of water back into the canal and therefore has no 
nett effect. When the caisson and canal watertight doors are 

closed, a pump system will be brought into action to equalize the 

water levels in the 
two caissons to 

establish near 

perfect balance. The 
wheel drive system 

has, of course, been 

designed to handle a 
degree of imbalance 

due to differing 

water levels in the 
caissons (up to 

75mm). 

Thus balanced, 
despite its enormous mass, it rotates through 180° in five and a 

half minutes while using very little power. It takes just 22.5 

kilowatts (kW) to power the electric motors, which consume just 
1.5 kilowatt-hours (kWh) of energy in four minutes, roughly the 

same as boiling eight kettles of water. 

 
How the caissons are kept level 

 

The caissons need to rotate at the same speed as the wheel but 
in the opposite direction to keep them level. Each end of each 

caisson is supported on small wheels which run on the inside 

face of the eight-metre-diameter holes at the ends of the arms, 
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allowing the caissons to rotate. The rotation is controlled by 

means of a train of gears: an alternating pattern of three eight-

metre-diameter ring gears and two smaller jockey gears, all with 
external teeth. The central large gear acts as a stationary sun 

gear. It is fitted loosely over the axle at its machine-room end 

and fixed to a plinth to prevent it from rotating. The two small 
jockey gears are fixed to each of the arms of the wheel at its 

machine-room end and act as planet gears. When the motors 

rotate the wheel, the arms swing and the planet gears engage 
the sun gear, which results in the planet gears rotating at a 

higher speed than the wheel but in the same direction. The 

planet gears engage the large ring gears at the end of the 
caissons, causing them to rotate at the same speed as the wheel 

but in the opposite direction. This keeps the caissons stable and 

perfectly level. 
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The docking-pit 

 

The docking-pit is a drydock-like pit which is isolated from the 
lower canal basin by means of watertight gates and kept dry by 

means of water pumps. When the wheel rotates and stops with 

its arms in the vertical position it is possible for boats to enter 
and exit the lower caisson when the gates are open without 

flooding the docking-pit. The space below the caisson is empty. 

If it were not for inclusion of the docking-pit the caissons and 
extremities of the arms of the wheel would be immersed in 

water at the lower canal basin each time the wheel rotates. This 

would result in a number of undesirable situations developing, 
such as providing buoyancy to the bottom caisson and the 

viscosity of the water causing an increase in the required power 

to turn the wheel. 
 

Keeping it all watertight 

 
There are two sorts of seals to keep everything watertight. The 

gate seals prevent leakage from the canals and the caissons 

while the wheel is turning and the caisson seals prevent leakage 
from the gap between the caisson and the canal when the doors 

are open to allow boats to pass in and out of the caissons. 

The gates of the caissons and the canals, when opened, lie flat 
along the bottom. Although having the gate located underwater when 

open requires more automation and maintenance, it allows the gate to take 

up less space in the caisson, as well as allowing the gates (one on the 

caisson, and one on the aqueduct / basin end) to be reasonably close 

together when closed. This minimises the amount of water trapped 

between the gates as they are closed. The water so trapped is drained out 

and the water pressure on the opposite side of the gate forces it against the 

seal.  

The gates are operated by hydraulic power and to provide this 
on the caisson a hydraulic lance is provided at each docking 

position which engages with a receptacle on the caisson. Each 
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caisson also has a tank of compressed nitrogen for use in the 

event that the hydraulic connection fails. 

The caisson seals are a bit more complicated. When the wheel 
completes its rotation it is held in position by two stow pins 

which engage in holes in the ends of the arms. At the same time 

a latch below the canal gate engages with a pin on the bottom of 
the caisson to ensure that the caisson remains a fixed distance 

from the canal gate. Finally the caisson seal, which is part of the 

canal gate system, is forced against the face of the caisson by 
three pistons. The latch ensures a good seal by preventing the 

caisson from moving away from the seal under this pressure.  

 
 

 

Watertight 
Gate 

 

 
Caisson 

Seal 

 
 

Hydraulic 

Lance 
 

 

 
 

Caisson 

Latch 
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Riding the Wheel 

 
Like many other Millennium projects, the Falkirk Wheel has a 

visitors centre, from where, for a modest fee, it is possible to 

take a boat trip on the wheel, through the tunnel and back 
again. If ever you are in the area it is certainly well worth 

taking the time to visit the wheel and see it in operation.  
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A review of recent projects and changes at IDSME 

 

In addition to the ongoing maintenance on site a number of 
projects have been carried out at IDSME in the past year. 

 

Electrics 
 

Peter 

Reynolds has 
been busy in 

recent months 

upgrading the 
electric wiring 

around our 

site. The most 
visible sign of 

this work are 

the connecting 
up of the two 

lamp posts at 

the front of 
the site which 

now help light 

this area (pictured in the gathering gloom after the November 
Running Day). Another change arising out of this work is the 

provision of a number of external power sockets about the site. 
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Engine Shed 

 

The engine shed 
has seen a recent 

upgrade to its 

facilities. All the 
services have 

been moved into 

the roof from 
their previous 

position below 

each steaming 
bay road. Each 

Steaming Bay 

now has above it, 
a run of two 

parallel bus bars supplying 12V power for blowers. Parallel to 

this is a water pipe which has hose outlets at regular intervals 
along its length. A compressed air line has also been installed in 

the roof. The other recent big change in the Engine Shed is a 

lockable Battery Charging Cage next to the coal bunker, for the 
many Battery Electric Locomotives that now regularly appear at 

IDSME running days,  
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Paving & Brick Laying 

 

The area between the booking office and the gate has recently 
been paved by the A Team, under the supervision of Peter 

Pardington, who is seen here making a start on the low brick 

wall that is going to surround this area. 

 
Meanwhile around the 

back of the site, on the 

same day, Steve 
Pennack, with 

assistance from Mike 

Price, was busy 
replacing the tunnel 

wing wall that had been 

removed a couple of 
years ago to allow the 

realignment of the 

works siding. When this 
is finished Steve will 

move onto building a 

wall along the front of 
the trolley shed 

allowing this area to be 

filled in to provide a 
level access to the woods. 
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Programme error 
 

By The Bobby 
 
While sorting out the minutes of last winter’s programme, the 

club secretary discovered that thanks to the wonders of modern 

technology, the records of five of the talks had become hopelessly 
muddled. Using the clues below can you tell him who gave which 

talk, which month they appeared, and what piece of equipment 

they used to help illustrate their presentation.    
 
1. Mick Dunning gave the talk in November, but he did not use 

the White Board and November’s talk was not entitled ‘Why 

My Workshop Has A Hole In The Roof’ 
2. December’s programme included a television presentation, 

while we looked forward, with great anticipation, to ‘A 

History of IDSME Lawnmowers’ in February, which was one 
of the two talks that made use of the projector screen. 

3. Peter Cathcart appeared two months after the talk entitled 

‘Calculating Concrete’, a treatise that revealed the total 
calculated cubic yardage of concrete at IDSME.  

4. Vic Barton did not give either of the two talks about 

workshops, but he did use the Flip Chart. 
5. Malcolm Parsons was not the person who watched his photos 

curl up in the Epidiascope. 

6. Colin Reid kept us all royally entertained when he recounted 
the story of ‘What Happens When You Burn Bacon’. 

 
Months: November, December, January, February & March 

Speakers: Vic Barton, Peter Cathcart, Mick Dunning, Malcolm 
Parsons & Colin Reid. 

Talks: ‘A History of IDSME Lawnmowers’, ‘Calculating 

Concrete’, ‘Great Workshop Disasters of the 20th Century’, ‘What 
Happens When You Burn Bacon’ & ‘Why My Workshop Has A 

Hole In The Roof’. 

Equipment: Epidiascope, Flip Chart, Slide Projector, Television 
& Whiteboard.  Answer in the next issue of Ashpan. 
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Winter Programme 
 
December 2007 

Friday 21st: Explosive Ordnance Disposal: Julian Thompson R.E. 

Wednesday 26th: Members’ Running Day  

Friday 28th:   Scratch Building Models: Peter Reynolds 

   IDSME Model Railway Layouts: Malcolm Parsons 

   Also Workshop Evening 
 
January 2008 

Tuesday 1st:  Members’ Running Day 

Friday 4th:  Club Night 

Friday 11th:   Joining Materials:  

Peter Reynolds & Graham Hutchinson 

Friday 18th:  Battery Power: Martin Humphrey 

 ‘Frank Humphrey’: Bob Proudfoot  

Friday 18th to  London Model Engineering Exhibition, 

  Sunday 20th:    Alexandra Palace. 

Friday 25th:  73 Not Out: Fred Matthews 

 Also Workshop Evening 
 
February 2008 

Friday 1st: Railway Signals: Mel Fuller, Patrick Rollin & 

Peter Reynolds 

Saturday 2nd:  Site Working Party 

Friday 8th:  General Interest Night 

Friday 15th:  RB211 Aero Engines: Ken Marriott 

   Once upon a time I was in Control: Don Rutherford 

Friday 22nd:  Boiler Design & Manufacture: Peter Reynolds 

Friday 29th:   Harrow & Uxbridge Railway: Sir Cyril’s Staff  

   Also Workshop Evening 
 
March 2008 

Saturday 1st:  Site Working Party 

Friday 7th: Club Night 

Friday14th: Not A Drop Out Of Place: Stuart Smart  

Friday 21st: Driving Trains Now & In The Future:  

   IDSME Railwaymen 
 
April 2008 

Saturday 5
th

: First Public Running Day, 2008 season. 
 


